Abstract
We search for a Higgs particle with anomalous couplings in the e q e y ™Hg, e q e y ™HZ and e q e y ™He q e y processes with the L3 detector at LEP. We explore the mass range 70 GeVm -170 GeV using 176 pb y1 of integrated luminosity 
Introduction
The spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism is a fundamental constituent of the Standard Model Ž . w x SM 1 of electroweak interactions. Despite its relevance, the experimental information on the Higgs sector of the SM is scarce and indirect at present. The search for the Higgs particle is a key issue for present and future high-energy colliders, and any deviation from expectations could be a clear guide for new physics scenarios beyond the SM.
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Ž
. Limits on the parameter j s 1 q d , which quanti-Z fies deviations in the magnitude of the HZZ and w x w x HWW couplings 6 have already been set 8 and will not be discussed in this paper.
A typical signature of anomalous couplings would be a large cross section for a non-standard Higgs production mechanism such as e q e y ™Hg. Another possible effect is the observation of large H ™gg and H ™Zg branching fractions, which are zero in the SM at tree level. In addition, a search for anomalous Higgs production with non-zero Dg Z or Dk 1 g couplings offers a complementary way to look for the same type of deviations which may be present in the e q e y ™W q W y process.
The data used in this analysis were collected with w x the L3 detector 9 at a center-of-mass energy of ' s s 189 GeV and correspond to an integrated luminosity of 176 pb y1 . Previous experimental analyses on anomalous Higgs production accompanied by w x photons are discussed in Ref. 10 .
Analysis strategy and Monte Carlo samples
We search for a Higgs particle emitted in the e q e y ™Hg and e q e y ™He q e y processes. These processes may be enhanced by the presence of anomalous Hgg and HZg couplings and have sensitivity to Higgs masses up to the center-of-mass ' Ž . energy of the collision ms . The analysis is H complemented with a study of the e q e y ™HZ process, which is sensitive to anomalous HZZ and HZg couplings for Higgs masses below the kinematic ' limit: ms y m . The Feynman diagrams for H Z these three anomalous processes are shown in Fig. 1 .
In order to search for the anomalous e q e y ™Hg Ž . process Fig. 1a a dedicated generator is written. It The e e ™He e process Fig. 1b is interpreted as the production of a narrow-width spin-zero Ž . resonance the Higgs particle in two-photon processes. For the generation of this process, the PC w x q y generator 13 is used. The e e ™HZ process, which is also affected by the presence of anomalous Table 1 Number of selected candidates, background events, signal acceptance and 95% CL cross section limits after the e q e y ™Hg™ggg selection for different Higgs mass hypotheses. ant masses, and KORALZ 24 for e e ™t t g .
Ž .
In all cases the Monte Carlo MC statistics used in the analysis is more than 10 times the statistics present in data, except for multiperipheral e q e y ™ q y e eevents, for which the relative factor is two.
All MC samples are simulated in the L3 detector and reconstructed in the same way as data. Time-dependent detector inefficiencies are taken into account.
Event selection
The e q e y ™Hg and e q e y ™He q e y Higgs production mechanisms lead to characteristic topologies.
In the e q e y ™Hg process, a high-energy photon of fixed energy is produced, and typically most of the collision energy is visible in the final state. Events originating from a two-photon collision, e q e y ™ He q e y , have missing longitudinal momentum and missing mass, as the two emerging electrons tend to escape detection at very low polar angles. The analysis of the specific channel e q e y ™Hg,H™Zg, is based on the e q e y ™Zgg selection criteria dew x scribed in Ref. 25 . All analyses are performed in Higgs mass steps of 1 GeV by interpolation of the generated Higgs signal efficiencies. This is particularly relevant in the case of photonic Higgs decays, where the good energy resolution of the L3 detector can be exploited efficiently.
Most of the analyses rely on photon identification. A photon is defined as a shower in the electromagnetic calorimeter with a profile consistent with that of an electromagnetic particle and no associated track in the vertex chamber. The photon candidates must satisfy E ) 5 GeV and N cosu N-0.8, where g g E is the photon energy and u is its polar angle. 
e q e y ™Hg™ggg analysis
In order to select e q e y ™Hg™ggg events we require three photon candidates with a total electro-' magnetic energy larger than s r2. In addition, the invariant mass of at least one of the photon pairs in the event must be consistent with the Higgs mass hypothesis within 3 GeV. After these cuts the contamination from processes q y Ž .
other than e e ™gg g is estimated to be negligible. Fig. 2a presents the distribution of the invariant mass in data and in MC for one of the Higgs mass hypotheses with largest signal significance. The number of expected and observed events, the signal efficiency in the full phase space, and the limit
on s e e ™Hg Br H ™gg are shown in Table   1 for several Higgs mass hypotheses. No evidence for any anomalous signal is observed, leading to the Ž . 95% confidence level CL limits shown in Fig. 3 . Throughout this paper, a Bayesian approach with a flat prior distribution is adopted in the derivation of the limits on the signal cross section. q y
e e ™Hg™bbg analysis
High particle multiplicity and momentum imbalance cuts are applied in order to select an initial sample of hadronic events. A bbg event is tagged by the presence of an isolated photon and b-hadrons Ž w x the event b-tag discriminant, B 26 , must exceed tag .
.
The contamination in the selected sample is dominated by the almost irreducible e q e y ™Zg process.
The remaining backgrounds are estimated to be at the 1% level. The number of expected and observed events and the signal acceptance in the full phase space are shown in Table 2 for several Higgs mass hypotheses.
The distribution of the mass recoiling to the photon in data and in MC for one of the Higgs mass hypotheses with largest signal significance is plotted in Fig. 2b . This distribution is used to set upper
limits on the magnitude of s e e ™Hg Br H ™ . bb . There is good agreement between data and MC in the absence of a Higgs signal, leading to the limits shown in Table 2 and Fig. 3 .
e q e y ™Hg™Zgg analysis
The selection criteria for this channel are the same as those used for the measurement of the e q e y ™Hg w x ™Zgg cross section 25 . We select 36 events, in agreement with the expected SM background of 39.2. The signal efficiency over the full phase space
and the upper limits on s e e ™Hg Br H ™Zg are shown in Table 3 and Fig. 3 .
3.4.
e q e y ™He q e y , H ™gg analysis The selection of the e q e y ™e q e y H ™e q e y gg signal requires the presence of two photon candidates in the event. In addition, a kinematic fit to the signal hypothesis is performed. We assume that all the missing energy is lost in the beam pipe and that the visible mass of the event is consistent with m H within the experimental uncertainties. Finally, a cut on the x 2 of this fit is applied. The distribution of the two photon invariant mass for data and MC after the kinematic fit is shown in Fig. 2c for one of the Higgs mass hypotheses. The background is dominated by e e ™gg g events.
Ž q y q y .
Since s e e ™He e is proportional to the par-
Ž .
tial Higgs width into photons, G H ™gg , the cross section limits are directly interpreted in terms of
G H ™gg Br H ™gg . The number of expected and observed events and the signal efficiency over the full phase space are listed in Table 4 for several Higgs mass hypotheses. There is no evidence for any anomalous signal, leading to the 95% CL limits presented in Table 4 and in Fig. 4 . sponds mostly to e e ™qq g events, with a small contribution from e q e y ™W q W y and e q e y ™ q y 2 e eevents. The x distribution of the kinematic fit shows the largest sensitivity to the signal and is
used to set the limits on G H ™gg Br H ™bb presented in Table 5 and Fig. 4 .
Limits on anomalous couplings
The analyses performed over the different Higgs production mechanisms and decay channels show that the experimental data agree with the SM MC predictions. This agreement is quantified in terms of limits on the anomalous parameters d, d , Dg Z and
Dk . . the m , x plane is considered as excluded at the H 95% CL or more if the ratio of the confidence level .
. the most sensitive analyses: e q e y ™Hg ™ggg, e q e y ™ e q e y H ™e q e y gg and e q e y ™HZ are also shown. In addition, we show the limits reached under the assumption of equal cou-Ž . plings at the scale of new physics L dashed lines as described in the text.
( ) for the 'signalq background' hypothesis to the confidence level for the 'background-only' hypothesis is less than 0.05. In this study all other couplings are assumed to be zero. when H ™gg is suppressed Fig. 6 . This is the case for the fits to Dg Z and Dk in the Higgs mass range although reasonable in what concerns orders of magnitude, is very particular. It implies the absence of an anomalous H ™Zg decay and a large exclusion power for the channels sensitive to the Hgg coupling. We show the excluded regions under this assumption in Figs. 5 and 6.
Two-dimensional limits
The 95% CL contours obtained from a likelihood Ž . fit in the d,d plane, taking into account all ana-B lyzed processes, are shown in Fig. 7 for different Higgs masses. In this fit we assume that the cou- G H ™gg , G H ™Zg plane. The results are also presented in Fig. 7 for different Higgs masses.
